Bird-Out™

Aromatic Bird Repellent

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

WHAT BIRDS WILL BIRD-OUT REPEL?

WILL THIS BOTHER MY PETS?

Bird-Out repels the following birds: rock dove and domestic
pigeons (Columba livia), starlings (Sturnus vulgaris), gulls
(subfamily Larinae), blackbirds including grackles (Family
Icteridae), cliff swallow (Hirundo fulva), house (English) sparrow
(Passer domesticus), house finch (Corpodacus mexicanus),
American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos, Coruvs ossifragus) as
well as these wild migratory waterfowl: geese (Anserinae), mute
swan (Cugus olor), and Coot (Fulica Americana).

The active ingredient Methyl Anthranilate will only affect birds.
Other terrestrial animals and people will not be affected.

HOW DOES BIRD-OUT REPEL BIRDS?
Bird-Out cartridges utilize the active ingredient Methyl
Anthranilate (MA) at a 20% concentrate. MA is a food-grade
ingredient proven to repel birds. Bird-Out passively wicks the
repellent into the surrounding environment (20’ x 20’ x 20’ area)
to repel birds with the sense of smell.

HOW LARGE OF AN AREA DOES BIRD-OUT
COVER?
Each Bird-Out Kit will repel birds from up to a 20’x 20’ x 20’ area
(8,000 cu. ft.) for up to 60-days. Additional kits can be installed
to increase the area of coverage. Think of it as a 20-ft diameter
circle, the closer you are to the center of the circle (Bird-Out)
the more effective the repellent will be. Many users have had
success spacing dispensers 15-ft apart. Shortening the distance
between each dispenser will increase the effectiveness of the
aromatic repellent.

WHAT IS BIRD-OUT MADE FROM?
The active ingredient in Bird-Out is a 20% concentrate of Methyl
Anthranilate (MA), a food-grade ingredient proven to repel birds.

WILL BIRD-OUT STOP BIRDS FROM NESTING?
Although Bird-Out may help repel birds, we do not recommend
it as a primary repellent for nesting birds. If you are experiencing
nesting birds or a heavy bird infestation, additional bird
deterrents such as bird netting or other exclusionary methods
may be needed. For nesting birds, please contact our product
support team at nobirds@birdbgone.com or at 1-800-392-6915
for expert recommendations.

WHERE SHOULD I INSTALL BIRD-OUT?
Install Bird-Out in outdoor areas where birds like to roost such
as balconies, decks, patios, garages, tool sheds, warehouses,
barns, building ledges, outdoor dining areas, windowsills,
backyards, and other outdoor areas.

CAN YOU INSTALL BIRD-OUT CARTRIDGES
WITHOUT THE DISPENSERS?
No, Activated Cartridges should never be installed without
the Bird-Out Dispenser unit. Bird-Out Cartridge are designed
specifically to be used in conjunction with the Dispenser unit.
Leaving activated Cartridges outside the dispenser will leave it
prone to tipping over, leakage, and becoming damaged.

CAN YOU INSTALL BIRD-OUT HORIZONTALLY?
The Bird-Out Kit, cartridges, and dispensers should NEVER
be installed horizontally. Activated cartridges should only be
installed vertically as shown in the instructions.

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Use only as directed on label. This product cannot be applied in
areas when non-target birds or Threatened or Endangered Birds may be present. Do not apply directly to water, such as lakes, reservoirs, ponds, streams and
canals; however, overspray to water bodies can be expected with proper use of this product. This product is currently going through EPA registration and may
not be available for immediate sale in all states.

INSTALLATION QUESTIONS?
Call Bird•B•Gone® at 949.472.3122 or 800.392.6915
Email: nobirds@birdbgone.com
Scan to watch our installation instruction videos:

BIRDBGONE.COM | 800.392.6915
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WHAT IF I DON’T HEAR THE ‘CLICK’ WHEN I
TWIST THE CARTRIDGE BUT CAN SMELL THE
PRODUCT?

cartridge clockwise and place into the dispenser in a vertical
position.

If you have twisted the cartridge and do not hear a click but can
smell the repellent, this means you have not fully activated the
cartridge. Inside the Bird-Out cartridge is a foil seal that houses
the bird repellent until it is activated. This foil seal may not have
been fully punctured to activate cartridge. To fully activate your
Bird-Out cartridge, twist clockwise an additional two to three
times. Although the ‘click’ may not be audible, this motion
will ensure the foil seal has been fully activated. Now that the
cartridge is activated, please insert the cartridge back inside the
dispenser and close. Replace cartridge after 60-days.

WHEN DOES BIRD-OUT WORK BEST?

HOW DO YOU MOUNT THE DISPENSER?
The Bird-Out dispenser can be mounted using the adhesive
strip backing or anchored using the included screws and drywall
anchors.

HOW LONG DOES EACH CARTRIDGE LAST?
Each Bird-Out cartridge will repel birds for up to 60-days, after
which you will need to replace them with a new cartridge.

Bird-Out works best as a preventative measure. Installing BirdOut before birds arrive in the spring season or before there is an
existing bird problem will ensure a bird free environment

WHAT IS THE SHELF-LIFE OF BIRD-OUT?
Bird-Out cartridges have a shelf-life of 1-year. After this time
period, cartridges will begin to lose its effectiveness. We
recommend replacing activated cartridges every 60-days or
sooner.

WILL BIRD-OUT BE AFFECTED BY RAIN?
Rain may reduce the efficacy of the product. When rain is
experienced, we recommend removing the Bird-Out cartridge
to store it in an airtight container. Store cartridges in an upright
vertical position, never store activated cartridges in a horizontal
position. Wear proper PPE when removing cartridges.

DOES BIRD-OUT REQUIRE BATTERIES?
Bird-Out does not require the use of batteries. The kit uses passive
scent technology to wick the repellent into the surrounding area.

SHOULD I SHAKE THE BIRD-OUT CARTRIDGE?
Never shake the Bird-Out cartridge. To activate, fully twist the
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